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Cochlear implants (CI) have been at the edge of bionics
innovation for 30 years, providing hearing to those with
very severe hearing losses through direct stimulation of the
auditory nerve. Here, we look at the latest developments
in sound processing technology and implant design that
continue to improve quality of life and communication for
those with modern CI.
The implant. Internal, implantable structures of a CI
system are becoming smaller and, together with surgical
advances, build on a trend towards atraumatic surgery and
increasing hearing preservation. Cochlear implantation no
longer means losing all natural hearing; for many, it simply
replaces the speech frequencies for which hearing aids are no
longer sufficient. This has lead to an unprecedented growth
in candidacy. Recipients with a combination of natural and CI
hearing show best performance in understanding speech in
noise, music appreciation and sound localisation.
With more candidates, the known benefits of implantation
from a young age and a growing likelihood for an MRI over
a lifetime, MRI compatibility is of increasing importance. All
the current models are compatible with a routine 1.5 Tesla
MRI without the need for surgical magnet removal. In 2014,
one company released a magnet that self-aligns within an MRI
field, allowing safety up to 3 Tesla without the need for magnet
removal.
The sound processor. Sound processing in the externally
worn component has improved significantly as cochlear implant
manufacturers merged with hearing aid manufactures and
borrowed innovations for better speech-in-noise listening,
automatic responding to changing environments and
connectivity to wireless devices. In addition to connecting
their CI processor to a smartphone, listeners can stream to a
compatible hearing aid in the opposite ear at the same time,
maximising the benefits of binaural hearing for a full range of
multimedia.
Compared to other listeners, cochlear implant recipients still
require significantly higher signal-to-noise ratios to achieve the
same understanding. To improve comfort and performance
in noise, processors automatically detect, analyse and reduce
non-speech sounds like wind, traffic or clanging dishes. They
combine multiple microphones and frequency analysis to zoom
towards the dominant speech signal and away from potentially
distracting speakers in a crowd.
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Lyme disease is a multi-system tick-borne zoonosis caused by the
spirochaete Borrelia burgdorferi. There is no objective evidence of
Lyme disease endemic to Australia. Cases may occur in travellers
to Lyme disease areas in the USA and Europe. Typical symptoms
include fever, headache, fatigue, and a characteristic skin rash
(erythema migrans, EM) in 60-80% of cases. The pink or red rash
usually starts within five weeks of a bite, as a small red spot that
gradually spreads in a much larger circle with a characteristic bullseye appearance.
A small proportion of cases develop presumed blood-borne infection
with a relapsing illness of fevers, joint aches and fatigue lasting over six
months. Uncommonly, Lyme disease causes meningitis, mononeuritis or
an erosive arthritis delayed by months or years. Infection is successfully
treated within a few weeks using antibiotics, typically doxycycline or
amoxicillin.
In patients with vague and atypical symptomatology who may claim
to have Lyme disease, there is often no supportive travel history, few
positive examination findings, multiple negative investigations yet an
anxious, frustrated person convinced they require treatment for Lyme
disease.
Test interpretation
There are clear diagnostic algorithms and reputable, NATA-accredited,
sensitive screening tests with high negative predictive value available in
Australia. These confidently rule out Borrelia infection.
Two-tier serological assessment is reliable after the first few weeks –
screening EIA (PathWest) followed by confirmatory immunoblotting for
specific IgG bands (Sydney) – and avoids the cost and variable reliability
of samples sent to Germany or the US.
Positive or equivocal screening EIA tests require follow-up immunoblot
testing as false positive tests occur with syphilis, leptospirosis, infectious
mononucleaosis, and autoimmune conditions such as SLE and RA.
Individuals with an EM lesion should be considered for skin biopsy and
Borrelia burgdorferi PCR. Culture is usually negative.
A negative screening Borrelia IgM/IgG test can be reassuring on the
one hand but on the other, diagnoses such as multiple sclerosis,
motor neuron disease, thyrotoxicosis, rheumatoid arthritis and DSM V
diagnoses may need to be pursued.
No conspiracy
Some advocates believe Lyme disease or a Lyme-like illness (a vague
condition supposedly caused by a Borrelia-like organism, transmitted
by an undiscovered tick) is endemic in Australia and there has been
a conspiracy by the medical profession to avoid making adequate
treatments available. Many rely on The Lyme Disease Association of
Australia website, which presents data as though evidence-based
research but it is anecdotal and misleading and the treatment advice is
dangerous.
Individuals with longstanding vague symptomatology have definite
morbidity that requires acknowledgement and proper management.
However, the absence of objective evidence of Lyme Disease with
negative tests makes Borrelia infection very unlikely. Thorough clinical
assessment is required to ensure significant diagnoses are not
overlooked. In some cases correct dietary advice, lifestyle changes,
psychological support and acknowledgement of symptoms may be all
that can be offered.
Further Reading: First report of Lyme neuroborreliosis in a returned Australian
traveller. Shradha Subedi et al. MJA 2015; 203 (1): 39-40.
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